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Defend the nuts game

Defend Your Nuts is a popular game in our collection in which to take on the role of brave squirrel that will not retreat until the last of the enemy is killed or repelled. No one would want all their hard work stolen from zombies, and our chief squirrel stalker is no exception. Can you help him through the very challenging stages of this game and show these monsters that this is your
home and they are not welcome? The enemy marches to your garden, so you must be ready to jump straight into action. In Protect Your Nuts, your goal as a player is what the name suggests to protect and protect your nuts from the waves of various undemanding enemies coming to you. Do not confuse the fluffy fur of this charming squirrel for weakness, because it is perfectly
capable of using different types of weapons. This game features four weapons, each with different statistics. When you first start the game, the only weapon you have is the main bow and arrow. As you kill your enemies and pass levels, you can unlock more powerful weapons, such as rifle, sniper, and even rocket launcher! All these weapons require ammunition, except for the
nose, which has an unlimited number of arrows. To play the game, click on the screen with the left mouse button to aim and load the firepower of your weapon. Release the button to shoot your enemy. You can upgrade your weapons to improve your strength with the money you collect from your fallen enemies. You can also place a wall and mines for additional protection. You
have three lives on each level, and if you manage to reach level 20, you will face the boss and put an end to this threat! Fast-paced action games are one of the best examples of the genre, and here at Kizi, we have a lot of games like this. Have you checked out our amazing Castle Defender game? DeveloperElliot Pace developed your Nuts.Features ProtectionCan play in 17
different languages3 different difficulty settings4 different weapons to use20 challenging stagesControls Use mouse to play the game. Click hold to point your weapon. You can press keys 1-4 to select a weapon quickly. We may use cookies to personalize your experience, including performing analytics and serving ads. Learn more games similar to defending your nuts 3 shooting
game Previous available versions(s) of defend your nuts 3: Defend nutsControl brave squirrel. His duty is to protect nuts at all costs. Start using a simple bow and don't forget to collect a mysterious bag so you can unlock your new weapon. Defend your fellow warriors for help. No matter what, you have to defend your territory by defeating a horde of fierce monsters. Do not be
afraid that you will be allowed to use your magic weapons. Available soon: Protect your nuts 4 Others in the same genre as Defend your nuts 3: (21 votes, average: 8.33 out of 10) Load ... As a squirrel, you need to use the mouse to control the arrows, and kill monsters and protect your nuts. Missile firing, firing, Defensive action with great improvements and firepower! Defend
Your Nuts is a goal and accuracy-based tower defense game where you can play the role of sharp shooting squirrel that should repel the marching army of towering intent on stealing your precious nuts! Using an accurate arrow and rocket fire, you need to take down increases the number of ground-based and airy bad guys before they break your defenses and do with your vital
swings needed for the cold winter months! Skills needed: In this dynamic and interactive strategy and game upgrade, mouse control skills are vital as you try to deal with your enemies in an accurate way. Good angle judgment, a sense of urgency, and sharp decision-making skills are also important as you need to prioritise which bad guys to target - and when. The action of firing
your arrows and missiles requires time, judgment of power, and assessment of angles and trajectory. How to play: Flash-based, tower defense/aimed - accuracy game for laptop, laptop and desktop/Mac (with certain browsers). In each of the 20 most difficult levels (Days), your task is to repel the invasion of bad guys and stop them from stealing the nuts of little squirrels. Every
time a bad person reaches his base, pours a nut, and exits through the right side of the playing area, you lose one life (marked with the nuts at the top of the game area). When all your lives are lost, you have to play The Day again. Remove bad guys with accurate pictures of a sniper squirrel on the left side of the game zone. Target using the computer's mouse cursor and left-
hand shooting button. The longer you hold down the button, the more powerful your shot is. Remove enemies can also produce gold coins that are collected by hovering over them with the mouse cursor. Coins can be used to purchase upgrades and improved weapons between each level. Can you complete all levels including massive Big Boss Final Level 20? If this flash-based
game no longer works on IE11 or Chrome browser on your PC/MAC, try playing Firefox browser with Adobe Flash player installed. Installed.
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